Abstract—This paper derives an optimal estimator for the purpose of online visual contour tracking. Starting from Bayesian segmentation as the measurement strategy, we use a bottom-up approach to design the estimator. In particular, it is shown that additive imaging noise leads to multiplicative segmentation uncertainty from which a geometric averaging update model is established. Given known noise statistics, the optimal correction gain and associated filtering equations are derived. The optimal estimator is applied to noise-corrupted imagery and its performance compared against a fixed-gain filtering strategy and other visual tracking techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work considers the problem of accurate contour-based tracking in the presence of perturbations caused by imaging noise. Given a sequence of corrupted images \( \{I_1, I_2, \ldots : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \} \), performing a series of individual segmentations generates noisy, incorrect contour measurements that may lead, over time, to loss of track. Typical solutions to the problem of noise uncertainty include filtering the image data prior to performing visual tracking, enforcing shape constraints [2] or considering more complex segmentation algorithms [5], [17].

Another class of solutions is given by estimation techniques. Often, these approaches formalize the problem as a nonlinear estimation problem, with the intensity of each pixel being an observation. Most of the related techniques use a top-down approach, featured most prominently in [10], where the general block structure of an observer is proposed and each component is subsequently specified. There are many difficulties associated to these techniques. First, the contour to be estimated resides in an infinite-dimensional manifold space [8] requiring infinite-dimensional filtering design [7], [9], [11]. This leads in general to complex filtering design and possibly large computational cost [14]. The approximation of the shape space through PCA methods simplifies the problem [3], but derived systems are then prone to out-of-sample whenever a shape outside the training set arises during tracking. Secondly, while the selection of a gain parameter is often crucial for the performances, most estimators currently proposed require manual gain selection [7], [10] or quantitative uncertainty levels such as the measurement error covariance matrix [3]. Consequently, these are often chosen by the external user based on a subjective perception of visual perturbations in the sequence of images.

This paper proposes the derivation of an optimal estimator for online visual contour tracking. Instead of a top-down approach, we utilize a bottom-up approach starting from the definition of the measurement strategy, then consider the effects of noise. Bayesian segmentation [6] is chosen as the measurement process. In this setting, the contour encircling the target is given implicitly as the 50% iso-contour of a scalar field describing at each pixel the probability that said pixel belongs to the foreground. We examine how the hypothesis of additive imaging noise affects the classification probabilities, infer the proper update law to be applied under such hypothesis, and derive the resulting optimal filtering scheme. Benefits of this approach include the simplification of a filtering problem on the infinite-dimensional space of closed curves into a series of point-wise filtering tasks. Also, this framework allows the computation of the optimal gain, given knowledge of the uncertainty level on the image data, e.g. the noise variance. Principal contributions of the work include: (1) the formulation of the visual tracking task as a bottom-up filtering design problem, (2) the derivation of an optimal filter, and (3) the quantitative validation of the filter’s performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the contour measurement algorithm. Sections III and IV discuss the filtering design and provide the algorithmic description for optimal estimation. The experiments are reported in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. THE MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

The Bayesian image segmentation algorithm relies on statistical analysis of the image sequence with classification done through a maximum a posteriori approach; it is sometimes referred to as knowledge-based segmentation. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) segmentation algorithm with Bayesian update, as implemented for image processing, is an adaptive thresholding algorithm that has found much success in processing and quantizing noise corrupted imagery [6].

The Bayesian segmentation algorithm interprets an image to be the composition of several layers, each of
which is described by a class \( c \in C \) from a collection of classes. Each class has associated to it a distribution describing the expected data values \( v \) of the class, \( \Pr(v|c) \). Such distributions, also called likelihoods, are commonly assumed to be Gaussian. Lastly, for each class \( c \), there is an \textit{a priori} probability of a pixel \( r \) being assigned to that particular class \( \Pr(c(r) = c) \). The Bayesian classifier selects the most likely class for a given pixel based on the probability \( \Pr(c(r) = c | v(r) = v) \) that a given pixel value \( v(r) \) is associated to the class. Classification probabilities are obtained using Bayes’ rule
\[
\Pr(c_i = c|v_i = v) = \frac{\Pr(v_i = v|c_i = c) \Pr(c_i = c)}{\sum_{\gamma} \Pr(v_i = v|c_i = \gamma) \Pr(c_i = \gamma)}.
\]
The 50% probability contour associated with the target class generates the segmentation. For more details on Bayesian segmentation, we refer to [6].

III. OPTIMAL OBSERVER DESIGN

In this section, we provide the derivation of an optimal estimator for visual tracking. First, we show that corruption by additive imaging noise results in multiplicative uncertainty for the contour measurements when Bayesian segmentation is used. The use of a geometric averaging update model is then justified in this context of filtering with multiplicative noise. Subsequently, the noise statistics are estimated and the filtering equations and optimal gain are derived.

A. From additive imaging noise to multiplicative segmentation uncertainty

Consider an image \( I \) defined over a compact domain of the plane and taking values in \( \mathbb{R} \). Further, assume that measurement of the pixel intensities has been corrupted by additive Gaussian noise \( \nu \) with zero mean and variance \( \sigma^2_\nu \). Classification is performed through Bayesian segmentation [6] with two classes: foreground and background. The two classes are modelled with a Gaussian distribution for the pixel intensities. Assuming uniform priors and a normal distribution \( N(\mu_F, \sigma^2_F) \) for the foreground pixels, then the measured likelihood for the corrupted pixel \( I(r) \) to be classified as foreground is given by:
\[
\zeta_F(r) = \sqrt{\delta} \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{(r) + \nu(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F} \right)^2},
\]
where \( \delta \) is a positive normalizing factor. The expression for the measured likelihood can be expanded further:
\[
\zeta_F(r) = \sqrt{\delta} \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F} \right)^2} \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right) - \frac{\nu(r)}{\sigma_F^2} \cdot \frac{(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F}} \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F} \right)^2},
\]
which can be rewritten as
\[
\zeta_F(r) = P_F(r) \cdot \eta(r; \mu_F, \sigma_F),
\]
where \( P_F(r) \) consisting of the first two terms from (1) is the true classification likelihood, and \( \eta(r; \mu_F, \sigma_F) \) consisting of the remaining two terms is the class measurement noise. A similar derivation holds for the background classification densities. Thus, corruption by additive noise on the image data results in multiplicative uncertainty for the foreground/background likelihoods.

B. The geometric averaging update model

We are now interested by the estimation problem of a process given measurements with multiplicative noise. Consider a state \( \rho \in (0, 1) \) to be estimated, given a collection of measurements \( \zeta \). The measurements are corrupted by multiplicative noise, i.e. \( \zeta = \rho \cdot \eta \). A recursive filter following a predictor-corrector structure is proposed. The prediction step of the filtering scheme can be chosen to be static (propagation of the previous state estimate) or dynamic given prior knowledge of the state evolution. The update step of the filtering is described by:
\[
\hat{\rho}^+ = \left( \hat{\rho}^- \right)^{1-K} \cdot \left( \zeta \right)^K.
\]
The previous update equation can be justified by considering the logarithm of the expression:
\[
\log(\hat{\rho}^+) = (1 - K) \cdot \log(\hat{\rho}^-) + K \cdot \log(\zeta).
\]
Rearranging the terms of the previous equation yields:
\[
\log(\hat{\rho}^+) = \log(\hat{\rho}^-) + K \cdot \left[ \log(\zeta) - \log(\rho^-) \right],
\]
which is the standard linear approach to filtering. The combination of the geometric averaging update model with a prediction model and the Bayesian segmentation as a measurement strategy results in a recursive filter estimating the likelihood that a pixel belong to a given class. The filtering applies to both the foreground and background.

C. Noise statistics estimation

In the log-space associated to the likelihoods, the foreground measurement noise has mean \(-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right) \). The parameter \( \sigma_F \) is known, being defined by the Gaussian distribution used to model the foreground intensity distribution during the segmentation measurement. The variance of the imaging noise \( \sigma_\nu \) can be estimated prior to visual tracking, see [12] and references therein. Given knowledge of the quantitites \( \sigma_\nu \) and \( \sigma_F \), centering of the measurement noise is done by adding the constant factor \( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right) \) to the measurements in the log-space, which corresponds to multiplying the measured segmentation probabilities by \( e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right)} \). The foreground measurement noise is now expressed as:
\[
\eta_F = e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right)} \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_\nu}{\sigma_F^2} \right) \cdot \frac{\rho(r)}{\sigma_F^2} \cdot \frac{(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F}}.
\]
Using the independence of the imaging noise \( \nu \) from the image \( I \), the correlation between the foreground likelihood and measurement noise vanishes:
\[
S = E \left( \log(P_F) \cdot \log(\eta_F) \right) = 0.
\]
Similarly, the second order moment of the foreground measurement noise is given by:

\[ R = E \left( \left[ \log(\eta F) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \right)^4 + \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \right)^4 \]

\[ + E \left( \left( \frac{\nu(r)}{\sigma_F} \right)^2 \right) \cdot E \left( \left( \frac{I(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F} \right)^2 \right) \]

\[ - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \right)^2 E \left( \left( \frac{\nu(r)}{\sigma_F} \right)^2 \right). \]

Since \( \frac{I(r) - \mu_F}{\sigma_F} \) and \( \nu(r) \) follow normal distributions \( \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \) and \( \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2_\nu) \) respectively, we obtain:

\[ R = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \right)^4 + \left( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \right)^2. \]

The moment \( R \) is a function of the ratio \( \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\sigma_F} \). A similar analysis is valid for the background measurement noise.

D. Gain computation

Assume a static prediction model with multiplicative process noise \( \tau \), i.e., \( \rho_k^- = \rho_{k-1}^- \cdot \tau_k \) with \( \rho \in \{P_F, P_B\} \). The objective is to find the optimal value of the gain \( K \) that minimizes the mean squared logarithmic error \( E \left( \left[ \log(\rho) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-) \right]^2 \right) \). This is a measure of the accuracy of the estimate \( \hat{\rho}^- \), it is denoted \( \hat{\rho}^+ \):

\[ \hat{\rho}^+ = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = E \left( \log(\rho) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-) - K \cdot [\log(\zeta) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-)]^2 \right). \]

Given the setup, in the log-space associated to the likelihoods, the problem considered is one of point-wise linear filtering for a system facing additive noise. Thus, the optimal selection of the gain \( K \) is given by the Kalman gain [16]: \( K = P^-(\hat{P}^- + R)^{-1} \).

E. Filtering equations

In addition to computing the gain, the error variance \( P \) needs to be estimated at the prediction step and updated at the correction step. These updates are computed using the state estimate update:

\[ \hat{P}^- = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho) - \log(\hat{\rho}^+) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho) - (1 - K) \log(\hat{\rho}^-) - K \log(\zeta) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = E \left( \left[ (1 - K) \log(\rho) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-) \right] - K \log(\eta) \right)^2 \]

\[ = (1 - K)^2 \hat{P}^- + K^2 R. \]

Assume the process noise \( \tau \) to be independent from both the process and the observation noise. The predicted covariance \( \hat{P}^- \) is then given by:

\[ P_k^- = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho_k) - \log(\hat{\rho}^-_k) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho_{k-1}) - \log(\hat{\rho}^+_k) - \log(\tau_k) \right]^2 \right) \]

\[ = E \left( \left[ \log(\rho_{k-1}) - \log(\hat{\rho}^+_k) \right] + E \left( \left[ \log(\tau_k) \right]^2 \right) \right) \]

\[ = P_{k-1}^+ + Q, \]

where \( Q = E \left( \left[ \log(\tau) \right]^2 \right) \). These prediction and update calculations complete the derivation of the filtering equations for the system (see Table I).

### Table I

**Filtering equations for visual tracking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ \hat{\rho}<em>k^- = \hat{\rho}^-</em>{k-1} ]</td>
<td>[ K_k = \hat{P}^-_k (\hat{P}^-_k + R)^{-1} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \hat{P}<em>k^- = \hat{P}^-</em>{k-1} + Q ]</td>
<td>[ \hat{\rho}^+_k = (\hat{\rho}_k^-)^{1-K_k} \cdot (\zeta_k) K_k ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ K_k = \hat{P}^+_k (\hat{P}^-_k + R)^{-1} ]</td>
<td>[ \hat{P}^+_k = (1 - K_k)^2 \hat{P}^-_k + K_k^2 R ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the description of the design, the optimal estimation algorithm can be summarized as follows:

- Estimate the additive imaging noise prior to the visual tracking process.
- For every pixel, run two filters to estimate the foreground and background likelihoods (\( \hat{P}_F(r) \) and \( \hat{P}_B(r) \)):
  1. at the prediction step, run the corresponding equations in Table I to obtain the predictions.
  2. obtain a measurement by taking the classification likelihood given by Bayesian segmentation on the current image.
  3. at the update step, run the corresponding equations in Table I to obtain the updates.
- The estimated classification probability field is obtained by normalizing the likelihood estimates previously obtained: \( \frac{\hat{P}_F}{\hat{P}_F + \hat{P}_B} \). The 50% contour of this probability field defines the bounding contour of the target.

The implementation of the algorithm follows the algorithmic steps just described. Given the typically small size of the target relatively to the image dimensions, windowing can be used in order to speed up the technique. In that case, a localization procedure [1], [4], [18] should be applied prior to performing segmentation measurements. Such a localization procedure guarantees that the prediction and measurement are described in a consistent coordinate frame, i.e. prediction and measurement are aligned.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section describes the experiments used to test the validity of the estimator design. Manual segmentation is performed on the sequences of images to provide ground truth. To assess the performance, the number of misclassified pixels (NMP) is used as a quantitative metric.

1) Optimality: This experiment is designed to verify the optimality of the gain. From an original high-SNR infra-red sequence of images, we generated multiple noise-corrupted sequences. The noise variance $\sigma_n$ of the additive imaging noise $N(0,\sigma_n^2)$ is controlled to vary between 25 and 100. Figure 1(a-c) depicts a sample image from the original sequence and the corrupted sample image at noise levels $\sigma_n = 25$ and $\sigma_n = 100$ respectively. All sequences are then tracked using the geometric filtering method with constant gains. Subsequently, the optimal filtering method is applied to the sequences. For these experiments and those following, we used the value $Q = 0.3$ for the prediction noise covariance. The results are reported in Figure 1; they show that the best performance is indeed obtained when the optimal gain is used. In presence of severe noise, fixed low-gain filtering strategies have closer performance to the optimal estimator and vice-versa.

2) Comparative performance: Tracking experiments were also conducted to compare the performance of the estimator with other standard tracking techniques. We used the Bayesian segmentation [6], an active contour tracking technique [15] and the filtering method described in [7]. In the following, these methods are labelled respectively as Bayesian, AC and Defomation filter. The gain parameters of the Defomation filter were chosen to the best of our understanding. Similarly, the smoothing term of the active contour was chosen to provide the best segmentation possible. All tracking techniques were applied to one noise-corrupted IR sequence ($\sigma_n = 50$) and the results obtained were compared to the optimal estimator using the NMP. For this test sequence, the foreground and background were modelled using the respective distributions $N(\mu_F,\sigma_F^2)$ and $N(\mu_B,\sigma_B^2)$ with $\langle \mu_F,\sigma_F \rangle = (202, 68)$ and $\langle \mu_B,\sigma_B \rangle = (103, 85)$. The parameter $\sigma_v$ is equal to 50. The experiment was repeated with a real-life noisy aquarium sequence. A similar modelling was used but with the set of parameters $\langle \mu_F,\sigma_F \rangle = (30, 14)$ and $\langle \mu_B,\sigma_B \rangle = (68, 11)$. The parameter $\sigma_v$ is estimated to 25. The results are depicted in Figure 2. They clearly indicate that the optimal filtering strategy is a competitive tracking technique.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the derivation of an optimal estimator for online visual contour tracking. In contrast to the prevailing methods using a top-down approach starting from the measurement strategy. In this framework, filtering on the infinite-dimensional space of closed curves is reduced to a series of point-wise filtering problems. The optimal gain derivation is formally tied to quantitative uncertainty levels of the image data and, therefore, does not require manual gain tuning. The resulting optimal estimator is able to handle severe noise perturbations, and compares favorably with other estimation-based tracking techniques.

Future work will seek to extend this analysis to color sequences and enforce spatial consistency through the use of distributed filtering methods [13].
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Fig. 1. Quantitative assessment of optimality. On top, figures depict corruption of the original sample with two levels of noise. The next two rows show sample estimates obtained using the filtering scheme with predetermined values of the gain and the optimal gain. Row # 4 compares the number of misclassified pixels for predetermined choices of the gain with the optimal filtering strategy. The bottom figure displays the mean number of misclassified pixels (NMP) for different levels of noise and different configurations of the gain.
Fig. 2. Quantitative assessment of performance. On top, figures depict samples from the two test sequences. The next three rows show sample estimates obtained using the optimal filtering scheme and other tracking techniques (active contour estimates are similar to the Bayesian segmentation estimates). The bottom figures compare the performances of each technique using a quantitative metric (the number of misclassified pixels).